
Top 10 habits for every 

Disc Golfer



1. 700 Putts a week

 Putting is all about confidence, the more you 

practice daily to putt the more confidence you 

build up from various distances. Work on 

consistent technique in close and different 

technique from further away to ensure you know 

how to putt depending on how far from the basket 

you are. Practice at least 100 putts per day from 

a range of distance between 4m and 20m, 

concentrating on also making the return putts if 

you miss the first ones. 



2. Running - Cardio

 When you are playing long rounds of Disc Golf, 

between 3 hours and 5 hours and sometimes 

multiple rounds in one day your physical fitness 

has a huge effect. If you are fit physically then 

you will also be fit mentally, making smart 

decisions even at the end of long rounds. 

Running is a great way to work on fitness and 

endurance for all round fitness.



3. Weight training - Resistance

 Your muscles play an important role in your 

game, the muscle memory that comes from 

practice needs to be backed up with muscle 

strength to ensure you don't fatigue and damage 

your muscles when throwing hard or if you are 

tired with bad technique. By working on your 

muscles strength even just with your own body 

weight and resistance bands you are protecting 

yourself from potential injury.



4. Practice Rounds- on tournament 

course

 Unless you are playing you local course, chances 

are you are going to end up in less than perfect 

positions on a course. The more practice rounds 

you have, the better chance you have practiced a 

scramble type throw to save yourself strokes on 

this inevitable bad holes. This also allows you to 

remain confident in your game plan knowing 

where you want to be and where you really want 

to avoid throwing, sometimes accepting a par is 

better than a double bogie!



5 Upshot Practice - Dialing in the 

range

 Having a solid upshot is a key to playing well. 

Whenever you have not gotten a perfect drive 

away you will rely on a great upshot. By 

practicing shots at those types of distances you 

are well prepared for the longer Par 3's and 

Par 4's where an upshot in inevitable. 

Sometimes playing throw and catch with your 

upshot disc really helps dial it in.



6. Distance Practice - Technique 

Repetition

 Throwing for distance is all about technique 

and muscle memory. by heading out onto a 

sports field and working on your technique you 

are increasing your chances of throwing well 

during rounds. Isolating without trees allows 

you to see what shots you need to work on at 

distance. 



7. Sleeping

 When your body is tired like every animal we 

need to rest up and no better way than to get a 

solid 8 hours of sleep. Numerous articles can 

be found online as to the positive effects of 

sleep on both body and mind and we 

recommend a good nights rest before any 

event day.



8. Meditation

 Disc Golf is a game played on a course and in 

your head. By doing meditation you are 

allowing yourself to calm your mind, this can in 

turn lead to calming thoughts during stressful 

event situations and ensure you make good 

decisions on the course.



9. Course Notes - including risk v 

reward decision making

 Sometimes you just don't remember what was 

good or bad about a hole, or maybe the elevation 

throws you off slightly and you cant quite pick the 

right distance so by making notes when you 

practice you are taking the guess work out during 

an event. You can make notes on which disc to 

play as well as noting areas you want to avoid, 

saving you strokes during rounds. 



10. Focus - Maintaining Confidence 

even after bad shots

 Playing events, even casual rounds, you are 

going to have a range of highs and lows, good 

and bad shots. The only difference is how you 

react when you seem to be having a couple of 

bad shots and how you energize when throwing 

good holes. Try to focus on the whole round or 

the whole hole and not on one or multiple good or 

bad shots, this helps keep your mood quite level.


